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Clique Solar®s NTPC solar cooling project at Greater Noida has been
adjudged as ®The Best Solar Project® Award at Intersolar India
2012. Intersolar organized the Intersolar Project Award for the first
time in India. The company had installed India®s first and probably
world®s largest ®Solar Heating Ventilation and Cooling (HVAC)
system with Storage® at the NTPC Energy Technology Research
Alliance in May this year.
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Swaminarayan Akshardham Mandir in
New Delhi recently inaugurated their new
steam-based cooking system in the
mandir premises. This also marks the
debut of ARUN® 100 in the market. The
opening
was
blessed
by
Pujya
Ishwarcharan Swamiji on behalf of Param
Pujya Pramukh Swami Maharaj (inspirer
and
creator
of
Swaminarayan
Akshardham) and in launched in the
presence of MNRE officials lead by MNRE
joint secretary, Dr. Tarun Kapoor.
ARUN®100 solar thermal system will
provide enough steam to cook an
equivalent of 3500-4000 meals (consisting
of rice, vegetables and dal) in the Mandir
daily.
This
pollution-free
and
environment-friendly
system
is
in
harmony with the environmental ethos
and activities of BAPS Swaminarayan
Sanstha and Swaminarayan Akshardham.
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Interesting fact

Clique Solar guarantees the performance characteristics of ARUN® dish.
ARUN® can operate up to 4000°C (oil) and 25 bar (steam).

